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English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Wisecracking robots, slow-motion bullets, time machines that dont
work the way theyre supposed to, evil holograms, androids with
brain donors, a truth-telling plague with multicolor symptoms, a
man who carries four watches and a bad punch line these are
the curious, sometimes disturbing, but always intriguing
fantasies of Richard Zwicker, a small-town New England school
teacher by day and droll dreamer after dark. In this first
collection of Zwickers short stories now available to dreamers
everywhere, Walden Planet introduces imagined worlds: A
forward-looking adventurer encounters a dimension of people
who do everything backwards; a desperate woman travels
sideways into a parallel universe to regain what shes lost; a
hard-boiled detective finds a phone that can dial the future; a
doctor with a conscience considers applicants lined up for a
quick n easy memory cleanser; long-distance space haulers
battle big-time cabin fever and a tempting cargo; and of course
the title storys character: a would-be writer maroons himself on
desolate planet because hes read too much Thoreau.Sure, the
narrator of a certain, popular space-western TV show...
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Reviews
Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook.
I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- K a cie Schr oeder
This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i
have got read through. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sa dye Hilll
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